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Abstract
A new algorithm of Demmel et al. for computing the singular value decomposition (SVD)
to high relative accuracy begins by computing a rank-revealing decomposition (RRD). Dem-
mel et al. analyse the use of Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting (GECP) for com-
puting the RRD. We investigate the use of QR factorization with complete pivoting (that is,
column pivoting together with row sorting or row pivoting) as an alternative to GECP, since
this leads to a faster SVD algorithm. We derive a new componentwise backward error result
for Householder QR factorization and combine it with the theory of Demmel et al. to show that
high relative accuracy in the computed SVD can be expected for matrices that are diagonal
scalings of a well-conditioned matrix. An a posteriori error bound is derived that gives useful
estimates of the relative accuracy of the computed singular values. Numerical experiments
confirm the theoretical predictions. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 65F20; 65G05
Keywords: QR factorization; Householder matrix; Row pivoting; Row sorting; Column pivoting;
Complete pivoting; Backward error analysis; Singular value decomposition; Relative accuracy; Graded
matrices
1. Computing the SVD with high relative accuracy
Demmel et al. [4] consider high accuracy computation of the singular value de-
composition (SVD) of A 2 Rmn. Recall that an SVD takes the form A D UV T,
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where U and V are orthogonal and  D diag.i/ contains the singular values ar-
ranged in decreasing order. Demmel et al. make use of a rank-revealing decomposi-
tion (RRD)
A D XDY T; X 2 Rmr ; D 2 Rrr ; Y 2 Rnr ; r 6 min.m; n/; (1.1)
which is defined by the properties that D is diagonal and nonsingular and X and Y are
well-conditioned. The SVD itself is, of course, an RRD. The idea is to compute an
RRD cheaply as the first stage of the following algorithm. (This algorithm computes
only the nonzero singular values and the corresponding singular vectors.)
Algorithm SVD. GivenA 2 Rmn this algorithm computes the SVDA D UV T.
1. Compute an RRD A D XDY T, as in (1.1).
2. Factorize .XD/ D QR by QR factorization with column pivoting (Q 2 Rmr ,
R 2 Rrr ).
3. Form W D RTY T (by conventional multiplication).
4. Compute the SVDW D UV T using the one-sided Jacobi algorithm. (ThusA D
QUV T.)
5. Form U D QU .
To explain the properties of this algorithm we need to define the notion of relative
accuracy of an approximate SVD, A  eU eeV . This approximate SVD has relative
accuracy  if, for all i,
ji −ei j D O./i
and, if i is a simple singular value,
sin i D O


relgapi

;
where i denotes, in turn, the acute angle between the exact and approximate left
singular vectors ui and eui and the acute angle between the exact and approximate
right singular vectors vi andevi , and where the relative gap is defined by
relgapi D min

min
j =Di
ji − j j
i
; 2

:
Note that standard algorithms for computing the SVD, such as the QR algorithm
and bisection with inverse iteration, do not provide relative accuracy; in particular,
the error in the ith computed singular value is bounded relative only to the largest
singular value, not to the ith: ji −bi j D O./1.
Demmel et al. prove the following result [4, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2]. Throughout
this paper the standard model of floating point arithmetic is used, with unit roundoff
u (see, for example, Higham [9, Section 2.2]). The norm is the 2-norm and .A/ D
maxi i .A/=mini i .A/.
Theorem 1.1. Assuming that step 1 of Algorithm SVD is performed exactly, the
computed SVD has relative accuracy  D O(u.R/max..X/; .Y //, where
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.R/ D minf .DR/ V D diagonal, nonsingular g D O.min.n2n; n3=2.X//:
Demmel et al. go on to analyse Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting
(GECP) as the means for computing the RRD. GECP forms the factorizationPAQ D
LU , where L 2 Rmr and U 2 Rrn, with r D rank.A/ and where P and Q are
permutation matrices. The RRD is obtained by defining D D diag.uii / and writ-
ing A D P TL D D−1UQT  XDY T. The pivoting properties ensure that PX and
QTY are unit lower triangular with off-diagonal elements bounded by 1; hence .X/
and .Y / have bounds of order 2r . In practice, .X/ and .Y / are usually quite small,
in which case GECP does indeed provide an RRD. Demmel et al. go on to show that,
under certain reasonable conditions, the RRD computed by GECP is accurate enough
that Theorem 1.1 remains valid, albeit with a more complicated and potentially larger
bound on .
The purpose of this paper is to investigate Householder QR factorization with
column pivoting and row sorting or row pivoting as an alternative to GECP for com-
puting the RRD in Algorithm SVD in the case of graded matrices – those that are
diagonal scalings of a better conditioned matrix.
Recall that QR factorization with column pivoting produces the factorization
A D QR, where, with r D rank.A/, Q 2 Rmr has orthonormal columns, R 2
Rrn is upper trapezoidal and  is a permutation matrix. WritingD D diag.rii / we
have A D Q D D−1RT  XDY T, with X perfectly conditioned and, in view of
the inequalities
r2kk >
jX
iDk
r2ij ; j D k C 1 : n; k D 1 : r (1.2)
that the column pivoting enforces upon R, the matrix TY is unit lower trapezoidal
with off-diagonal elements bounded by 1, and so .Y / has a bound of order 2r .
Hence QR factorization with column pivoting satisfies the definition of RRD just as
well as GECP.
Algorithm SVD simplifies greatly when the RRD is computed by QR factoriz-
ation with column pivoting, as observed in [4]. Step 2 is unnecessary. For X D Q
is orthogonal and D is a diagonal matrix with elements sorted in non-increasing
order, by (1.2). Therefore the QR factorization with column pivoting of XD is simply
XD  I D X D. Furthermore, step 3 is trivial since, in terms of the QR factorization
determining the RRD, W D RT. We therefore have the following specialized and
modified version of Algorithm SVD.
Algorithm SVD_QR: Given A 2 Rmn this algorithm computes the SVD A D
UV T.
1. Compute the QR factorization with column pivotingA D QR (Q 2 Rmr ,R 2
Rrr ).
2. Compute the SVD RT D UV T using the one-sided Jacobi algorithm.
3. Form U D QU .
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The main contribution of this paper is to show that, provided row sorting or row
pivoting is used in addition to column pivoting, Householder QR factorization de-
termines the RRD with sufficient accuracy for the theory in [4] concerning graded
matrices to be applicable and to yield useful results. We refer to either of these com-
binations of row and column interchanges in QR factorization as complete pivoting.
For notational simplicity we assume henceforth that m > n, although the overall
conclusions remain true without this restriction.
In Section 2 we give a new rounding error analysis for Householder QR factor-
ization and in Section 3 we combine the analysis with the theory of Demmel et al.
Numerical experiments are given in Section 4 to confirm the practical value of the
results.
2. Error analysis of Householder QR factorization
In this section we derive a new row and column-wise backward error bound for
Householder QR factorization. The analysis is similar in outline to that of Cox and
Higham [2] that yields a row-wise backward error bound, but it does not assume the
use of column pivoting. We then derive a backward error result for complete pivoting
that represents both the original matrix and the backward error matrix in a row and
column scaled form, as is needed to apply the analysis of [4] for the SVD application.
First, we recall how a Householder matrix is constructed in Householder QR
factorization. Let A D A.1/ 2 Rmn (m > n) and let a.k/j denote the jth column of
A.k/, the reduced matrix at the start of the kth stage of the reduction to trapezoidal
form. We form the Householder matrix
Pk D I − kvkvTk 2 Rmm; k D
2
vTk vk
;
where vk.1 : k − 1/ D 0 and
vk.k : m/ D a.k/k .k : m/− ke1; (2.1)
where e1 2 Rm−kC1 is the first unit vector and
k D − sign.a.k/kk /ka.k/k .k : m/k: (2.2)
This Householder matrixPk has the property that a.kC1/k D Pka.k/k satisfies a.kC1/k .k :
m/ D ke1.
The sign of k specified in (2.2) is the one recommended in most textbooks and is
the one used by the QR factorization routines in LINPACK [5] and LAPACK [1]. For
the other choice of sign (which can be computed in a way that avoids cancellation
[9, Section 18.9]) the following lemma, on which our analysis rests, is not valid.
Cox and Higham [2] have already noted the importance of the choice of sign in the
Householder vector for obtaining row-wise backward error bounds.
We begin with a simple inequality.
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Lemma 2.1. The Householder vectors vk satisfyp
2ka.k/k .k : m/k 6 kvkk 6 2ka.k/k .k : m/k:
Proof. The second inequality follows from (2.1) and the first from
vTk vk D j2k.k − a.k/kk /j > 2 2k D 2ka.k/k .k : m/k2: 
We introduce the constant
Qγk D
cku
1 − cku;
in which c denotes a small integer constant whose exact value is unimportant. Hats
denote computed quantities.
Rounding errors in computing the quantities  and v that determine a House-
holder matrix are analyzed in [9, Lemma 18.1]. By absorbing the errors in  into the
vector v we can assume that  is obtained exactly. Then the computedbvk 2 Rm from
the kth stage of the reduction satisfies
bvk D vk Cvk; jvkj 6 Qγm−kjvkj; (2.3)
where
Pk D I − kvkvTk
is the Householder matrix corresponding to the exact application of the kth stage of
the algorithm to the computed matrix bA.k/. The following lemma is the key to the
analysis.
Lemma 2.2. Consider the computation of ba.kC1/j D f l.bPkba.k/j / for j > k, wherebPk D I − kbvkbvTk andbvk satisfies (2.3). We have
ba.kC1/j D Pkba.k/j C f .k/j ; (2.4)
where f .k/j .1 : k − 1/ D 0 and
jf .k/j j 6 ujba.k/j j C Qγm−k kba.k/j .k : m/kkba.k/k .k : m/kjvkj: (2.5)
Proof. It is straightforward to show using standard error analysis results (see the
proof of Lemma 18.2 in [9]) that (2.4) holds with f .k/j .1 : k − 1/ D 0 and
jf .k/j j 6 ujba.k/j j C Qγm−k(jkjjvkjTjba.k/j jjvkj:
Now
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(jkjjvkjTjba.k/j jjvk jD 2 jvkjTjba.k/j jkvkk2 jvk j
6 2
kba.k/j .k : m/k
kvk.k : m/k jvkj
6
p
2
kba.k/j .k : m/k
kba.k/k .k : m/kjvkj;
using Lemma 2.1; (2.5) follows. 
Now, using P 2k D I , we rewrite (2.4) asba.k/j D Pkba.kC1/j − Pkf .k/j :
This gives
ba.1/j D P1ba.2/j − P1f .1/j
D P1.P2ba.3/j − P2f .2/j /− P1f .1/j
:::
D P1P2   Pjba.jC1/j − P1P2   Pjf .j/j −    − P1f .1/j :
Since aj Dba.1/j andba.jC1/j Dba.nC1/j ,
aj D P1P2   Pjba.nC1/j − jX
iD1
P1P2   Pif .i/j : (2.6)
Consider a general term in the sum,
yi D P1P2   Pif .i/j ; i 6 j:
We have
yiD .I − 1v1vT1 /P2   Pif .i/j D P2   Pif .i/j − 1v1vT1P2   Pif .i/j
D .I − 2v2vT2 /P3   Pif .i/j − 1v1vT1P2   Pif .i/j
:::
D f .i/j −
iX
kD1
kvkv
T
k PkC1   Pif .i/j :
Writing
zk D kvkvTk PkC1   Pif .i/j D
2vkv
T
k
vTk vk
PkC1   Pif .i/j ; k 6 i
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and using Lemma 2.2 we obtain
jzkj62jvkj
kf .i/j k
kvkk
62jvkj
 
u
kba.i/j .i : m/k
kvkk C Qγm−i
kba.i/j .i : m/k
kba.i/i .i : m/k
kvik
kvkk
!
:
Applying Lemma 2.1 leads to
jzkj6 2jvkj
 
up
2
kba.i/j .i : m/k
kba.k/k .k : m/k C 2 Qγm−i
kba.i/j .i : m/k
kvkk
!
D Qγm−i jvk j
 kba.i/j .i : m/k
kba.k/k .k : m/k C
kba.i/j .i : m/k
kvkk
!
D Qγm−i
kba.i/j .i : m/k
kba.k/k .k : m/kjvkj:
We conclude that
jyi j6 ujba.i/j j C Qγm−i kba.i/j .i : m/kkba.i/i .i : m/kjvi j C Qγm−i
iX
kD1
kba.i/j .i : m/k
kba.k/k .k : m/kjvkj
6 ujba.i/j j C Qγm−i iX
kD1
kba.k/j .k : m/k
kba.k/k .k : m/kjvkj;
since kba.i/j .i : m/k 6 kba.k/j .k : m/k for k 6 i. Note that Lemma 2.2 shows that this
bound remains true if we set the first i − 1 elements ofba.i/j to zero. Hence (2.6) can
be written as
aj D P1P2   Pjba.nC1/j C hj ; (2.7)
where
jhj j6u
jX
iD1
jba.i/j j C jX
iD1
Qγm−i
iX
kD1
kba.k/j .k : m/k
kba.k/k .k : m/kjvkj
6u
jX
iD1
jba.i/j j C j Qγm jX
kD1
kba.k/j .k : m/k
kba.k/k .k : m/kjvkj: (2.8)
But
P1P2   Pjba.nC1/j D P1P2   Pnba.nC1/j DV Qba.nC1/j D Qbrj :
The conclusions of the analysis are summarized in the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.3. Let bR 2 Rmn be the computed upper trapezoidal QR factor of A 2
Rmn .m > n/ produced by the Householder QR algorithm. There exists an orthog-
onalQ 2 Rmm such that
ACA D QbR;
where
jA.V; j/j 6 u
jX
kD1
jba.k/j j C j Qγm jX
kD1
kba.k/j .k : m/k
kba.k/k .k : m/kjvkj: (2.9)
In this bound the first k − 1 elements of ba.k/j in the first summation may be set to zero.
The matrix Q is given explicitly as Q D P1P2   Pn, where Pk is the Householder
matrix that corresponds to the exact application of the kth stage of the algorithm to
the computed matrix produced after k − 1 stages.
Two existing backward error results for Householder QR factorization are implied
by Theorem 2.3. First, since ba.k/j is obtained by the application of k − 1 House-
holder transformations to aj , it follows that kba.k/j k 6 kajk (modulo roundoff). Since
also kvkk 6 2ka.k/k .k : m/k by Lemma 2.1, (2.9) implies kA.V; j/k 6
j2 QγmkA.V; j/k, which is the standard column-wise backward error bound (albeit
with an extra factor j).
Next, we consider QR factorization with column pivoting, in which columns are
exchanged at the start of the kth stage to ensure that
ka.k/k .k : m/k D max
j>k
ka.k/j .k : m/k: (2.10)
We will use the terminology that A is “pre-pivoted” for QR factorization with a
particular interchange strategy if A is such that no interchanges are required. To apply
Theorem 2.3 we assume that A is pre-pivoted for column pivoting. Using (2.9) and
(2.10) we obtain (noting that vk.k/ D a.k/kk − k and jkj D ka.k/k .k : m/k D ja.kC1/kk j/
jaij j 6 u
jX
kD1
jba.k/ij j C j Qγm jX
kD1
jvkji 6 j2 Qγm max
k;l
jba.k/il j; (2.11)
which is the row-wise backward error bound of Powell and Reid [10], as obtained
also by Cox and Higham [2]. The extent to which the row scaling of A is preserved
in the bounds (2.9) and (2.11) is measured by the row-wise growth factor
m;n D max
i
(
maxj;k ja.k/ij j
maxj jaij j
)
: (2.12)
This growth factor can be arbitrarily large, in general, but it can be controlled in two
ways. First, we can use row pivoting: at the start of the kth stage of the factorization,
after interchanging columns according to the column pivoting strategy, we inter-
change rows to ensure that
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ja.k/kk j D max
i>k
ja.k/ik j: (2.13)
Alternatively, we can pre-sort the rows of A so that
max
j
ja1j j > max
j
ja2j j >    > max
j
jamj j: (2.14)
Note that row interchanges before or during Householder QR factorization have no
mathematical effect on the result, because they can be absorbed into the Q factor and
the QR factorization is essentially unique. The effect of row interchanges is to change
the intermediate numbers that arise during the factorization, and hence to alter the
effects of rounding errors. Both row interchange strategies lead to a bounded growth
factor, as shown by Powell and Reid [10] for row pivoting and Cox and Higham [2]
for row sorting. Recall that by complete pivoting we mean column pivoting and row
pivoting or row sorting.
Theorem 2.4. For Householder QR factorization with complete pivoting applied to
A 2 Rmn,
m;n 6
p
m.1 C p2/n−1:
Although the bound of the theorem can be nearly attained, m;n is almost always
small in practice (just as for the growth factor for Gaussian elimination with partial
pivoting).
The advantage of the bound (2.9) is that it is simultaneously row-wise and col-
umn-wise and so it combines the advantages of both the existing bounds. The next
result shows that when complete pivoting is used and row and column scalings are
factored out of A the same scalings can also be factored out of the backward error
matrix. We emphasize that the diagonal matrices D1 and D2 in this result and in
the analysis of the next section are not required by Algorithm SVD_QR but are
introduced to elucidate the effect of A’s scaling on the accuracy of the computed
SVD.
Theorem 2.5. Let Householder QR factorization with complete pivoting be applied
to A 2 Rmn .m > n/ and assume that A is pre-pivoted. Let bR 2 Rmn be the com-
puted upper trapezoidal QR factor. For arbitrary nonsingular diagonal matrices D1
andD2 write A D D1BD2. Let m;n be the row-wise growth factor for Householder
QR factorization .without pivoting/ applied to C D D1B and define
k D max
j>k
kc.k/j .k : m/k
kc.k/k .k : m/k
: (2.15)
There exists an orthogonalQ 2 Rmm such that
D1.B CB/D2 D QbR;
where
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kBk 

m;n maxk k f .m; n/ukBk C O.u2/ for row pivoting,
m;n maxk k f .m; n/ukBk C O.u2/ for row sorting,
where
 D max
16i6n
i6k6m
maxj jckj j
maxj jcij j (2.16)
and f .m; n/ is bounded by a low degree polynomial in m and n.
Proof. Write
Di D diag.d.i/j /; i D 1 V 2:
Let C.k/ D (c.k/ij  denote the intermediate matrix at the start of the kth stage of
Householder QR factorization applied to C, and let evk denote the corresponding
Householder vector. Since A D CD2 and Householder QR factorization acts on the
columns, it is clear that
a
.k/
j D c.k/j d.2/j : (2.17)
Define bA DV bCD2 and A VD CD2. Applying Theorem 2.3 to A we have AC
A D QbR and the ith component of the bound (2.9) can be written as
jcij j d.2/j 6 u
jX
kD1
jbc.k/ij jd.2/j C j Qγm jX
kD1
kbc.k/j .k : m/kd.2/j
kbc.k/k .k : m/kd.2/k jevkjid.2/k ;
which gives
jcij j 6 j Qγm
0@ jX
kD1
jbc.k/ij j C jX
kD1
kbc.k/j .k : m/k
kbc.k/k .k : m/kjevkji
1A :
Now kbc.k/j .k : m/k=kbc.k/k .k : m/k 6 k for j > k by (2.15) and
jbc.k/ij j 6 m;n maxr jcir j;
so
jcij j 6 j Qγm

jm;n max
r
jcir j C
jX
kD1
kjevkji:
(We are treating k and m;n as if they were defined in terms of computed instead of
exact quantities, which does not affect the bounds, to first order.) We now bound the
jevkji term. For i > k we have
jevkji D jbc.k/ik j 6 m;n maxr jcir j:
For i D k slightly different analysis is required for row pivoting and row sorting.
Note from (2.17) that since A does not require row interchanges for complete pivot-
ing with row pivoting, neither does C. Hence for row pivoting
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jevkjkD jc.k/kk j C kc.k/k .k : m/k 6 .1 C pm− k C 1/jc.k/kk j
6 .1 C pm− k C 1/m;n max
r
jckr j:
For row sorting
jevkjk D jc.k/kk j C kc.k/k .k : m/k
6 jc.k/kk j C
p
m− k C 1 max
p>k
jc.k/pk j
6 jc.k/kk j C
p
m− k C 1 max
p>k
m;n max
r
jcpr j
6 .1 C pm− k C 1/m;n max
r
jckr j;
where  is given by (2.16). (Note that, unlike for row pivoting, C may require inter-
changes for row sorting.)
Hence, overall,
jcij j 6 j
(
j C max
k
k.
p
mC j/ Qγmm;n max
r
jcir j;
where an extra factor is needed for row sorting. DefiningC DV D1B and using
C D D1B, this bound can be written
d
.1/
i jbij j 6 j
(
j C max
k
k.
p
mC j/ Qγmm;nd.1/i maxr jbir j;
and the result follows on cancelling the term d.1/i and taking norms. 
Drmacˇ [6, Section 2.3] obtains a similar result to Theorem 2.5 for row pivoting
under the assumption that k D 1 for all k. The result of Theorem 2.5 is stronger for
row pivoting than for row sorting, since the factor  can be arbitrarily large for row
sorting.
The diagonal matricesD1 andD2 in Theorem 2.5 are arbitrary and they determine
the size of the k in (2.15) and the growth factor m;n. As long as these quantities
are of order 1 we have a backward error bound that scales perfectly under these
particular row and column scalings. The size of k depends on how close C is to
being pre-pivoted for column pivoting. As noted in the proof, C is pre-pivoted for
row pivoting. Although the bound for m;n in Theorem 2.4 is valid only for complete
pivoting, it is not hard to show that for C in Theorem 2.5 the modified bounds
m;n 6
8>>>>><>>>>>:
p
m
n−1Y
kD1
.1 C p2k/ for row pivoting,
 
p
m
n−1Y
kD1
.1 C p2k/ for row sorting,
hold. These bounds are weak, but they show that m;n can be bounded in terms of
the k .
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If we are given A and wish to chooseD1,D2 and hence B, then two natural choices
are
D1 Ddiag.kA.i; V/k/; D2 D diag.kA.V; j/k/; (2.18)
D1 Ddiag.kA.i; V/k/; D2 D diag.kD−11 A.V; j/k/ (2.19)
(where we continue to assume that A is pre-pivoted with respect to both row and col-
umn interchanges). Assuming that A has no zero rows or columns, the choice (2.19)
produces a matrix B whose rows and columns are approximately equilibrated in the
2-norm; indeed, for all i and j, kB.V; j/k D 1 and n−1=2 6 kB.i; V/k 6 n1=2. For the
choice (2.18), kBk is unbounded and all we can say is that maxi;j jbij j > .nkAk/−1.
This latter choice does not necessarily produce a B that is approximately row and
column equilibrated: for
A D

 1
1 1

;   1;
we have
B D D−11 AD−12 

−1 −1
−1 1

D −1

1 1
1 

;
which is far from being row or column equilibrated.
The ratios k are unbounded for (2.18), as is shown by the matrix
A D
"
 =2 1
0 2 1
0 0 1
#
;   1;
for which 2   . For (2.19) we are not aware of such an example.
3. Application to computation of the SVD
To show that Householder QR factorization with complete pivoting can be used
to compute the RRD in Algorithm SVD in place of GECP, we need to show that the
RRD obtained is of sufficient accuracy. We need a result from [4, Theorem 4.1].
Theorem 3.1. Let A 2 Rmn .m > n/ be written A D D1BD2, for arbitrary non-
singular diagonal matricesD1 andD2. LetACA D D1.B CB/D2 and assume
that B has an LU factorization .without pivoting/ B D LU . WriteL D [LT11 LT21 ]T
and define
eL D L11 0
L21 Im−n

2 Rmm; L# D

L−111
−L21L−111

2 Rmn:
Then, for all i,
ji.ACA/− i.A/j
max.i.ACA/; i.A//6
(
.eL/C.U/kL#kkU−1kkBkCO.kBk2/;
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where
 D maxf 1; 2 g > 1; (3.1a)
1 D max
16i6n
i6j6m
D1.j; j/
D1.i; i/
; 2 D max
16i6j6n
D2.j; j/
D2.i; i/
: (3.1b)
A similar result can be proven for the singular vectors [4], so we conclude that
the SVDs of A and ACA D D1.B CB/D2 agree to relative accuracy of order
u when the following three conditions hold:
1. kBk=kBk is of order u.
2. B has an LU factorization and the factors are well-conditioned or, equivalently,
the leading principal submatrices of B are well-conditioned.
3.  in (3.1) is of order 1.
We identify ACA with the row and column permuted matrix whose QR fac-
torization with complete pivoting we compute in floating point arithmetic, and we
defineD1 and D2 by (2.18) or (2.19).
We consider first the size of  in (3.1). Row sorting ensures that 1 6
p
n. For
row pivoting, however, 1 is unbounded. For example, if every row of A is a multi-
ple of the same vector then after the first step of Householder QR factorization the
active submatrix is zero and so only one row interchange is carried out during the
whole factorization; hence D1.3; 3/=D1.2; 2/ can be arbitrarily large, for example.
Similarly, for a low rank matrix column pivoting may not have the opportunity to
interchange all the columns and hence 2 is unbounded. For a less trivial example of
how 2 can be arbitrarily large for (2.18) with column pivoting, consider the matrix
A D
"
 0 =2
0 1 0
0 0 0
#
;   1:
In QR factorization with column pivoting,  D I and 2 D =2. However, in prac-
tice, we would expect row pivoting to roughly sort the rows by 1-norm and column
pivoting to roughly sort the columns by 2-norm, yielding small values of 1 and 2.
Therefore in practice we would expect condition 3 to be satisfied for both choices of
D1 andD2 if we use complete pivoting.
In view of Theorem 2.5, condition 1 will be satisfied 2 provided that D1B is
approximately pre-pivoted for QR factorization with column pivoting, the growth
factor m;n is not too large and, for row sorting,  in (2.16) is not too large.
2 A subtlety is that we would seem to require an analogue of Theorem 2.3 in which Q is replaced by the
computed product of Householder matrices, since Algorithm SVD_QR requires the explicit Q to define X
in the RRD. However, in Algorithm SVD_QR there is clearly no need to form Q explicitly, and the errors
associated with applying Q to U in the last step of the algorithm are covered by the analysis of step 5 of
Algorithm SVD in [4].
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Condition 2 is beyond our control once we have chosenD1 andD2. As explained
in [4], the condition of submatrices of B plays an intrinsic role in the sensitivity of
the SVD of D1BD2 to perturbations in B.
We now summarize the analysis for GECP in [4]. We can take the same definitions
(2.18) or (2.19) of D1 and D2 (based now on the 1-norm instead of the 2-norm)
and let ACA be the row and column permuted matrix whose LU factorization
with complete pivoting is computed. Because GE is invariant under row and column
scalings for a fixed pivot sequence (see, for example, [9, Section 9.7]), kBk=kBk
has the usual error bound for GE without pivoting on B [9, Theorem 9.3], and this
bound will be small if condition 2 is satisfied. The quantity  is unbounded, though
again is expected to be acceptably small in practice. In [4] some additional analysis
is given that bypasses Theorem 3.1 and avoids an explicit choice of D1 and D2; see
[4, Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.1] for details.
The main difference between the conclusions for QR factorization with complete
pivoting and those for GECP, then, is in the conditions required to guarantee that
kBk=kBk is of order u. The condition in the former case that the matrix D1B is
approximately pre-pivoted is replaced for GECP by the condition that the leading
principal submatrices of B are well-conditioned; this latter condition is a strong one,
but is already required for the RRD to determine the SVD sufficiently accurately. In
summary, then the available analysis imposes weaker conditions for Algorithm SVD
to work with GECP than for with QR factorization with complete pivoting.
Finally, we consider how to test, after computing the SVD, whether the desired
relative accuracy was achieved. We concentrate on assessing the effect of round-
ing errors in computing the RRD; Theorem 1.1 describes the effect of errors in the
other parts of Algorithm SVD_QR. The first possibility is to use Theorem 3.1. For
GECP the main tasks are to evaluate  and to estimate the condition numbers of the
LU factors of B. The backward error matrix B can be bounded from the standard
backward error bound. For QR factorization with column pivoting we must explicitly
compute the LU factorization of B, since it is not already available. We can evaluate
the bound (2.9) forA and thereby explicitly compute a bound forB (or a sharper
running error bound derived directly from the equations defining the algorithm; see
[9, Section 3.3] for details of this general technique). The cost of evaluating (2.9) is
3.mn2=2 − n3=6/ operations (the terms kba.k/j .k : m/k are already available as they
are needed for the column pivoting strategy).
The second way to obtain an a posteriori error bound avoids explicit use of the
LU factors and does not explicitly involve D1 and D2. We need the following result
from [4, Theorem 2.2; 7, Theorem 3.1].
Theorem 3.2. Let A 2 Rmn and eA D .I C E/A.I C F/ have singular values i
andei , respectively, where E 2 Rmm and F 2 Rnn. Then
ji −ei j 6 ji j.E C F C EF /;
where E D kEk and F D kFk.
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The next theorem is a generalization of Theorem 4.2 in [4]. We use the m n
identity matrix Im;n D .ij /.
Theorem 3.3. Let A 2 Rmn and ACA D ST have singular values i and ei ,
respectively, where
S D n
m− n
n
S11
S21

2 Rmn
and T 2 Rnn is nonsingular. Let
eS D  S11 eS12
S21 eS22

2 Rmm;
where eS12 2 Rn.m−n/ and eS22 2 R.m−n/.m−n/ are arbitrary subject to eS being
nonsingular. Assume that Im;n −eS−1AT −1 has an LU factorization without pivot-
ing. Then
ji −ei j 6 ji j C O.2/;
where
 D keS [ tril.eS−1AT −1/ 0 ]eS−1k C kT −1 triu.eS−1AT −1/T k;
where tril and triu denote the strictly lower trapezoidal part and the upper triangular
part .including the diagonal/, respectively.
Proof. We have
ACA D ST  eSIm;nT :
Hence
ADeSIm;nT −A
DeS.Im;n −eS−1AT −1/T
DeSLUT;
where
Im;n −eS−1AT −1 D LU D L11 0
L21 Im−n

Im;nU  eLIm;nU; eL 2 Rmm;
is an LU factorization without pivoting. Hence
ADeSeLIm;nUT
DeSeL eS−1.ACA/T −1  UT
.Im C E/−1.ACA/.In C F/−1:
Working now to first order,
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eL D Im − [ tril.eS−1AT −1/ 0 ] ; U D In − triu.eS−1AT −1/;
and so
E D eS.eL−1 − Im/eS−1 D eS [ tril.eS−1AT −1/ 0 ]eS−1;
and similarly
F D T −1.U−1 − In/T D T −1 triu.eS−1AT−1/T :
The result now follows on applying Theorem 3.2. 
In [4, Theorem 4.2], S and T are LU factors, and eS12 D 0, eS22 D Im−n is taken.
For our application to QR factorization we takeeS D Q 2 Rmm and T D R 2 Rnn,
and the expression for  simplifies to
 D k tril.QTAR−1/k C kR−1 triu.QTAR−1/Rk: (3.2)
To evaluate  we need to compute the backward error matrix A D bQ1bR − A ex-
plicitly, where Q1 D Q.V; 1 : n/, by forming the product bQ1bR. But if we evaluate
(3.2) using the computedA then we will obtain an error estimate rather than a strict
bound, because we will not have taken account of the rounding errors in evaluating
A (which is the result of massive cancellation). To obtain a strict bound we can
either use
bA D f l.bQbR − A/ D AC E; jEj 6 γnC1.jbQjjbRj C jAj/ (3.3)
(where we assume that bQ has been formed explicitly) and bound A by jbAj C
γnC1.jbQjjbRj C jAj/, or we can use a running or theoretical bound for jAj. In either
case, we need to take absolute values and replace  by an expression of the form
k tril.jQTjjAjjR−1j/k C k jR−1j triu.jQTjjAjjR−1j/jRj k:
We note that it does not seem to be possible to evaluate tril.AB/ or triu.AB/ times a
vector without forming the product AB explicitly, so condition estimation techniques
do not seem to be applicable here.
4. Numerical experiments
To see how the practical behaviour of Algorithm SVD_QR compares with the
theoretical predictions and to test the usefulness of the a posteriori bounds we have
carried out numerical experiments very similar to those in [4, Section 4.1]. Our ex-
periments were performed in MATLAB 5.2 on a Pentium workstation using simulated
single precision: the result of every arithmetic operation is rounded to 24 bits, 3 so
that u D 2−24  5:96  10−8.
3 In fact, a few operations are not so-rounded, but we believe this makes no qualitative difference to the
results.
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We generated random matrices of the form A D D1BD2, where B D UV T
with U and V random orthogonal matrices and  a given matrix of singular values;
B is constructed using the routine rands\-vd 4 from the Test Matrix Toolbox [8]. In
each case the singular values are from an exponential distribution, i D i , and the
condition number .B/ D 10i , i D 1 V 7. The matricesD1 andD2 are diagonal, with
positive diagonal entries chosen from one of three pairs of random distributions:
uniformly distributed logarithm (decreasing order for D1 and increasing order for
D2); geometrically distributed entries (increasing order for D1 and decreasing order
for D2); geometrically distributed entries in decreasing order for D1 and uniformly
distributed logarithm in increasing order for D2. We took .D1/ D .D2/ D 10k,
k D 2; 6; 12; 16. The dimensions are m D n D 16 and one matrix of each type was
generated. For each matrix we evaluated
i D max
 jD.k/− S.k/j
D.k/
V ADD1BD2, .B/ D10i (12 such matrices)

;
where S.k/ denotes the kth singular value computed in single precision by a particu-
lar algorithm and D.k/ denotes the kth singular value computed in double precision
by Algorithm SVD_QR.
For Algorithm SVD_QR, provided that the growth factor m;n and  are both of
order 1 then, in view of the inequalities (for B D LU )
kB−1k1=2 6(kU−1kkL−1k1=2 6 max(kU−1k; kL−1k
Dmax(kB−1Lk; kUB−1k 6 kB−1k max(kLk; kUk
from [4, Section 4.1], we expect (as a rather rough approximation) i  .B/u 
10i−7, and the same approximation can be derived for Algorithm SVD with GECP
[4, Section 4.1]. Table 1 reports the results for Algorithm SVD_QR with and without
row sorting, Algorithm SVD with GECP, and the one-sided Jacobi algorithm; the
“expected i” column shows the approximation just described. The results for row
pivoting were very similar to those for row sorting and hence are omitted. For the
computation of  and the backward error B we tried the choices of D1 and D2 in
(2.18) and (2.19), but report only the results for (2.19); the results for (2.18) were
very similar.
The measured i are of roughly the same order of magnitude as the expected val-
ues for Algorithm SVD_QR with row sorting. But when row sorting is omitted, the
i are much larger, as expected from the error analysis, since the growth factor m;n
is now unbounded. Algorithm SVD with GECP yields errors very similar to those
from Algorithm SVD_QR with row sorting, as does the one-sided Jacobi algorithm.
In their tests with random matrices, Demmel et al. [4, Section 4.1] also observe that
the one-sided Jacobi algorithm gives similar accuracy to Algorithm SVD with GECP
4 This routine is also accessible via the gallery function of MATLAB 5.
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Table 1
Accuracy of SVD algorithms
i Expected i
for Algorithm
SVD_QR and
Algorithm SVD
with GECP
Measured i
for Algorithm
SVD_QR with
row sorting
Measured i
for Algorithm
SVD_QR
without row
interchanges
Measured i
for Algorithm
SVD with
GECP
Measured i
for one-sided
Jacobi SVD
1 10−6 9  10−6 1  104 1  10−5 3  10−5
2 10−5 1  10−5 1  104 6  10−6 5  10−5
3 10−4 7  10−5 5  104 6  10−5 5  10−4
4 10−3 1  10−3 6  105 6  10−4 1  10−3
5 10−2 9  10−3 1  105 6  10−3 1  10−2
6 10−1 9  10−2 9  104 5  10−2 2  100
7 1 1  100 3  105 3  10−1 1  100
and they give a matrix for which the one-sided Jacobi algorithm does not provide the
desired relative accuracy
A.γ; / D
24 1 γ γ−γ γ γ 2
0  0
35 ; (4.1)
where 0 <   γ  1. For this matrix the elements determine the SVD to high rel-
ative accuracy, as can be shown using Theorem 3.1. For the matrix A.10−6; 10−12/
we find that Algorithm SVD_QR with and without row sorting and Algorithm SVD
with GECP all give computed singular values with relative errors of order u, while
the one-sided Jacobi algorithm gives relative errors of order 10−2.
These experiments show Algorithm SVD_QR with complete pivoting to perform
just as well in practice as Algorithm SVD with GECP, and confirm that both can be
superior to the one-sided Jacobi algorithm.
To check the relevance and sharpness of our error analysis for QR factorization
we also computed, for A D D1BD2 (assumed to be pre-pivoted) with D1 andD2 as
in (2.19), the backward error matrix B in QbR D ACA D D1.B CB/D2 and
the bound for B obtained by scaling (2.9) (ignoring the factor jm). The maxima
corresponding to the matrices used for Table 1 are shown in Table 2. In every case
the backward error kBk=kBk is small with row sorting but very large without row
interchanges and the bound is a good approximation. Concentrating now on row
sorting, for the matrix C in Theorem 2.5, Table 3 reports the maximum values, for
each i, of maxk k and m;n. The quantity  in (2.16) had maximum value over all
the test matrices of 100 for D2 defined by (2.18) and 3 for D2 defined by (2.19).
We conclude that, if we ignore the f .m; n/ term, Theorem 2.5 gives bounds that are
within about three orders of magnitude of the actual backward error kBk=kBk in
these tests.
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Table 2
Backward errors and bounds for QR factorization with column pivoting
i With row sorting Without row interchanges
kBk=kBk Bound from (2.9) kBk=kBk Bound from (2.9)
1 4  10−6 8  10−6 3  108 4  108
2 7  10−6 1  10−5 1  108 1  108
3 4  10−7 1  10−6 6  108 2  108
4 1  10−6 2  10−6 2  107 1  107
5 3  10−7 1  10−7 5  107 3  107
6 3  10−7 1  10−7 1  109 7  108
7 2  10−7 1  10−7 2  109 2  109
Table 3
Values of k in (2.15) and m;n for C in Theorem 2.5
i maxk k m;n
1 3  101 1  102
2 1  102 8  101
3 1  102 2  101
4 3  102 3  101
5 1  103 2  100
6 1  102 2  100
7 4  103 2  100
Table 4
Values of  in (3.1)
i QR with complete pivoting GECP
1 1  101 4  101
2 5  101 2  102
3 2  101 2  102
4 6  101 2  102
5 1  102 1  102
6 9  101 1  102
7 9  101 9  101
The maximum values of  for each i are shown in Table 4. These are all reasonably
small, as expected.
Finally, we turn to a posteriori error bounds. We found the bounds based on The-
orem 3.1 to be so pessimistic as to be useless; for each i no correct significant figures
were predicted, with the bounds all at least 104. For the bound in Theorem 3.3 (which
does not account for all the errors in the algorithm and is correct only to first order) we
computed A explicitly as a residual and included a term accounting for the errors
in the evaluation of A (see (3.3)); as shown by Table 5, the bound is at most four
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Table 5
i , with estimate and bound from Theorem 3.3
i Algorithm SVD_QR with row sorting Algorithm SVD with GECP
i Estimate Bound i Estimate Bound
1 9  10−6 2  10−5 5  10−3 1  10−5 2  10−5 6  10−3
2 1  10−5 2  10−5 3  10−2 6  10−6 2  10−5 4  10−2
3 7  10−5 2  10−4 2  10−1 6  10−5 2  10−4 1  10−1
4 1  10−3 5  10−3 9  10−1 6  10−4 2  10−3 1  100
5 9  10−3 2  10−2 8  100 6  10−3 2  10−2 1  101
6 9  10−2 2  10−1 7  101 5  10−2 1  10−1 2  102
7 1  100 1  100 9  102 3  10−1 2  100 2  103
orders of magnitude larger than the actual relative error in every case for both QR
factorization and GECP. The error estimate from Theorem 3.3 (which differs from
the bound just mentioned in that it does not account for the errors in formingA) is
also shown in Table 5 and is seen to be a excellent estimate of the relative accuracy.
As a final test we tried the Kahan matrix
Un./ D diag.1; s; : : : ; sn−1/
26666664
1 −c −c : : : −c
1 −c : : : −c
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
.
.
. −c
1
37777775 ; (4.2)
where c D cos./, s D sin./. This matrix is well-known to cause difficulties for
rank revealing factorizations because unn is of order 2n times larger than the small-
est singular value and yet Un./ is invariant under QR factorization with column
pivoting and GECP. We took n D 24,  D 0:5, and perturbed the diagonal slight-
ly to ensure that rounding errors did not cause any pivoting to take place. As ex-
pected, Algorithm SVD_QR, Algorithm SVD with GECP and the one-sided Jacobi
algorithm did not achieve high relative accuracy, since they work with poor RRDs:
the maximum relative errors in the computed singular values were of order 10−3,
10−4 and 10−3, respectively. In this example the error estimate from Theorem 3.3
is of order 10−3 and the error bound of order 1 for both Algorithm SVD_QR and
Algorithm SVD with GECP.
5. Conclusions
We have analysed the use of Householder QR factorization with complete pivot-
ing for computing the RRD in Algorithm SVD. In implementing the algorithm we
have to choose between two possibilities for the row interchanges: row sorting and
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row pivoting. Row sorting guarantees that 1 6
p
n in (3.1), whereas 1 is unbounded
for row pivoting; however, Theorem 2.5 is stronger for row pivoting than for row
sorting. When implementing the QR factorization, after sorting the rows one can
call any library routine for QR factorization with column pivoting, such as xGEQPF
from LAPACK. Neither xGEQPF nor the code from [11] support row pivoting, and
incorporating it into the latter code while retaining the use of level 3 BLAS is a
nontrivial task. Therefore, given that the observed accuracy of Algorithm SVD_QR
is similar for the two choices, we prefer row sorting.
We have shown that computing the explicit residual for QR factorization or GECP
and using the bound from Theorem 3.3 gives useful a posteriori estimates and bounds
for the relative error in the computed singular values.
Householder QR factorization with complete pivoting has several features that
make it an attractive alternative to GECP in Algorithm SVD for computing the SVD
of graded matrices.
1. In exact arithmetic, it provides just as good an RRD in the worst case and in
practice, as measured by max..X/; .Y //.
2. It reduces the cost of Algorithm SVD by the cost of an LU factorization with
complete pivoting and a matrix multiplication.
3. Demmel [3] (see also [4, Algorithm 3.2]) proposes a generally more expensive
version of Algorithm SVD containing an extra Jacobi SVD step in place of the
QR factorization in step 2, and he states that for this version the factor .R/ in
the bound of Theorem 1.1 can be removed. When the RRD is obtained from a QR
factorization with complete pivoting Demmel’s algorithm reduces to Algorithm
SVD_QR, so the improved bound holds also for Algorithm SVD_QR. The .R/
term has not completely disappeared, however, because .Y / is approximately
equal to .R/.
In favour of GECP is that the conditions for the computed RRD to yield high
relative accuracy in the SVD computed by Algorithm SVD are less restrictive than
for QR factorization with complete pivoting. Moreover, Algorithm SVD with GECP
is more versatile than we have indicated. Provided that GECP is implemented in an
appropriate nonstandard fashion in each case it can be used to compute the SVD
to high relative accuracy for various classes of structured matrices, including to-
tal signed compound matrices (which include acyclic matrices), Cauchy matrices,
totally positive matrices, and Vandermonde matrices [3,4]. It is an open problem
how to obtain accurate SVDs of such matrices using QR factorization with complete
pivoting.
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